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Abstract. In order to improve the result of text dimension extraction, a text dimension reduction 
method which is based on CHI and TF-IDF is designed and realized. News websites on the Internet 
provide news articles, through the page analysis based on SVM and application method designed 
based on CHI and TF-IDF, good results achieved by extracting text dimensions from news website. 
According to the news articles from NetEase and ChinaNews, the proposed algorithm model of the 
text dimension extraction is designed and achieved 81.2% accuracy of the text classification, which 
provided the data support for the method designed. This method can make up a low frequency word 
defect of CHI and get efficient result on text classification. 

Introduction 

With the development of the Internet, a large number of document data emerged on the Internet. 
The technology of automatic text classification [1] used to process massive data becomes more and 
more important; it has gradually become key technologies to organizing and processing large amount 
of document data. As regard to text categorization, text preprocessing has been a bottleneck of the 
classification, result of the text’s preprocessing affects the performance of the classifier [2] directly. 

Prescribing test and TF-IDF are the common means applied in text classification. Prescribing 
test is a commonly used text categorization feature selection [3] methods. The method is only 
concerned about the relationship between words and categories [4], without considering the 
association between words; so that the selected feature set have greater redundancy. TF-IDF text 
feature word extraction method is based on statistics [5], it treats words as independence unit, to 
determining a characteristic word of the text, it count the frequency of the words appears in texts and 
the number of text which contains the same words in the collection of the text. Although this method 
gets achievements in reducing the time of calculation and simplifying the extraction [6] steps of the 
feature words. However, this method didn’t take the relationship between words into consideration 
and ignore the higher discrimination of low-frequency words, which limits the accuracy of text 
feature extraction. This paper proposes a method which takes advantage of the TF-IDF and CHI and 
improves the accuracy of the text categorization. By pretreatment of the CHI [7], experiment 
managed to make use of the TF-IDF to make up the deficiencies of CHI.  

Training Process 

Definition. The news collected from websites is News = {D1,D2,…,Di}. Di has one part, include 
content. The News is divided into two classes that will be trained by SVM, which is SCN = 
{{ D1,D2,…,Dw },{ D1,D2,…,Dk }} (w+k =n), Di  can be described in Di={word1, word2, …wordn}  (i
∈ (j+z)); Get all the different words from SCN of one category is AWm = 
{word1,word2,word3,…wordm}  and the  frequency of each word in each article is 

}...,{
21 nwordwordwordn fffWF = . Furthermore, the frequency of each word in AWe  that appears in different 

article category  is : },{
mmm AWAWAW NSTSTWT = , Set the CHI value of each word that belongs to one area is 

given in Eq 1: 
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The TF-IDF value of each word in one article is given in Eq 2: 
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nnn ,  Represents the appearance times of word which is most frequent, |D| represents the number of 
articles that in corpus and j represents the number of articles that contain wordn in the corpus. The 
sum of each word’s TF-IDF is rm wordwordwordword WTWTWTSWT +++= ...

21 . Set the new weight of each word 
for one area  is given in Eq 3, p = 1,2,…m: 
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And then, the result of each word weight that belong to one area is : },...,{ 21 mm WWWWWWSWW =  
Experimental Environment. In this paper, The data of articles that are used in the experiments, all 
from these websites (http://www.chinanews.com, 
http://news.163.com/,http://news.sina.com.cn/,http://news.qq.com/, http://www.most.gov.cn/), select 
the time from June 2015 to August 2015. Every article is made up of one part, which is its content. 
The new method of text dimension extraction is based on CHI and TF-IDF, The machine is Window 
7, RAM is 6G. The tool of Jieba of participle is used to build the proposed model (http:// 
www.iteye.com/news/26184-jieba).  The news is collected from website using PyQuery from Python 
2.7. 
The General Process of Experiment. Obtain 300 tech-news and 300 non-tech news articles from 
website is News = {{Dx1, Dx2,…,Dxn},{Dx1,Dx2,…,Dxn}}，each article is made up of one part that is its 
content, and set SCN = News. 

Text pretreatment for SCN, include text participle, remove stop-words and name or special word.  
Get Wi   = {W1, W2 ,…Wi}. 

Get different words from two classifications: Wp = {{W1, W2, …Wj},{ W1,W2,…Wk }}. 
Get the word frequency of each article is : }...,{

21 nwordwordwordn fffWF =   
Get all the different word from SCN, the result is: AWm = {word1, word2, word3, … wordm}. 
According to Equation (1), the CHI value of different words are gotten in : 
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According to WFn, Di , get the TF-IDF of the word in one article is: 
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According to the TF-IDF above and get the former 65 percent words of each article and collect 
the words from all the articles from SCN and need a process of deduplication and get the sum of the 
word’s TF-IDF according to Equations(10): 

                                       WTIFm   = {wtif1, wtif2,…wtifm}                                      (13) 
According to Eq  3, each value in the set needs to be normalized, and then get Equation (10) is as 

follow: 
                                                WEm   = {we1, we2,…wem}                                               (14) 
Get the new weight of each word which was gotten in Step 6. 
                                                NWm   = WCFm * WTIFm                                               (15) 
And Get the first 1000,800,750 dimensions from Equation (12) and get tree dimensions Set 

DM1, DM2, DM3. 
According to Equation (8), Get first 1200,900,850,800,750 words of each classification are as 

follows: 
CW = {{TEWf}, {NTWj}}    f ,j = 1200,900,850,800,750 
Save model parameter, include DM1, DM2, DM3, SCN, CW. 
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Algorithmic introduction 

Step 1: Pretreat for each article, include text participle, removing stop-words and name or special 
word. The words are all from one specific classes. 
Step 2: Get all the TF-IDF value of each word that appears in each article and remove the word 
whose value is the latter one-third. 
Step 3: Get the words gotten from Step 2 deduplication which are all from the same class and 
calculate the sum of its TF-IDF. 
Step 4: Normalize the sum of TF-IDF of different words gotten in step 3. 
Step 5: Get all the CHI of each word that gotten in step 2. 
Step 6: Get the new weight of each word that was gotten in Step 3, which is its normalized TF-IDF * 
CHI gotten in step 5. 
Step 7: Extraction the dimension of news whose weight is in the first two-thirds that get in Step 6. 

Experimental Results 
This experiment use Sogou Chinese Corpus and text categorization algorithm is SVM. In this 

part, list 3 improved models’ result. 
Table 1. Experimental result description 

Dataset name Number of 
samples Category name Experiment 

group 

Science-Data 200 Tech-news 1 

Non-Science-Data 200 Non-tech-news 1 

Non-Class 200 Test data 1 

Science-Data 250 Tech-news 2 

Non-Science-Data 250 Non-tech-news 2 

Non-Class 200 Test data 2 

Science-Data 300 Tech-news 3 

Non-Science-Data 300 Non-tech-news 3 

Non-Class 200 Test data 3 

Table 1 is the description of experimental data set. Which is consist of tech news and non-tech 
news, each article has only one dimension that is content. The number of samples represents the 
number of texts that belongs to each category. 

Table 2. Experimental result description 
Experiment name Dimension Dimension extraction Accuracy 

  1200 CHI 79% 

Experiment 1 900 CHI 80% 

  850 New Method 80.20% 

  900 CHI 80% 

Experiment 2 750 CHI 80.60% 

  750 New Method 81% 

  1000 CHI 80% 

Experiment 3 800 CHI 80.40% 

  800 New Method 81.20% 

Analysis 
Sample Set is consist of 500 articles which is made up of 250 science- news  and 250 

non-science article, 400 articles which is made up of 200 science- news  and 200 non-science article, 
600 articles which is made up of 300 science- news  and 300 non-science article. After manual testing, 
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the accuracy of new method is more than the result taken by CHI with fewer dimensions, which plays 
an important role in Text Dimension Reduction; meanwhile, this method can improve the efficiency 
of classifier, making it to be more sensitive to different text. 

Conclusion 
Our research work of text dimension reduction method of text extraction comes from our related 

work. The website has a large number of long articles about different area. The design has realized the 
dimension reduction method of long text. CHI is only concerned about the relationship between 
words and categories; the new method has improved the result of text Dimension extraction. On this 
basis, the accuracy of text classification by SVM has reached 81.2%, This experiment has achieved 
good effects and improve the result of text classification that are from website. 
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